**Presenter: Somnath Sinha**

How Science Works - Process of Scientific Investigation

In this session we will work through an online tool that allows us to observe and map the process of science and scientific investigation. We will target the myth that science is a linear process and map the often-nonlinear process of scientific investigations.

**About the Presenter:**

I am from India and I was a teacher there before coming to the US for graduate school. I completed my PhD in Science Education from the University of Missouri, Columbia followed by a postdoc at the University of Maine, Orono. I have been a lecturer at CalTeach since 2015. I am interested in teacher education, science teaching methods and scientific inquiry.

**Who is the webinar session open to?**

K-12 Teachers

**When is the session:**

July 6th: 10am to 11:30am

**How can you register?**

Zoom Registration Link Below:

https://ucmerced.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIrdOypqz4sHNTra6iEybj7bXMznToJBeuY